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A B ST R A C T
Hilbert in his sixteenth problem asks us to study the topology of real algebraic 
varieties. There are many equalities, inequalities, and congruences associated to 
a real algebraic curve. Extremal properties have been derived for many of the 
inequalities. In 1980, V. A. Rokhlin derived two inequalities associated to a real 
algebraic curve. In this dissertation we use methods developed by P. Gilmer to 
rederive Rokhlin’s inequalities. Using these methods we then derive an extremal 
property for one of the inequalities. Although this extremal property was not 
studied by Rokhlin, we also show that Rokhlin’s ideas can be utilized to prove the 
extremal property.
C H A P T E R  1 : Introduction
Hilbert’s sixteenth problem, [H, P.317], asks us to study the topology of real 
algebraic varieties. If /  is a  real homogeneous polynomial in three variables .To, aq, 
x2, we let A (resp. CA) denote the set defined by the equation f ( x o ,x i ,  x2) — 0 
in MP(2) (resp. CP(2)). A  is called the real algebraic curve, henceforth curve, 
associated to / ,  and we call CA  the complex curve associated to / .  If /  has 
degree m, we say A  and CA have degree m.  We assume throughout that /  has 
no critical points in R3 \  (0,0,0). We may change the coefficients of /  a small 
amount without changing the isotopy type of A  so that /  has no critical points 
in C3 \  (0,0,0) [Gl,§2]. The topology of the pair CA C  CP(?) depends only on 
the degree m. Hilbert’s sixteenth problem asks us to study the topology of the 
pair A C  RP(2). We will be mainly interested in the case that /  has even degree 
■m =  2k. In this case, A consists of a finite number of pairwise nonintersecting 
two-sided simple closed curves (called ovals) in RP(2), and CA is a submanifold 
of CP(2) which is homeomorphic to a sphere with g =  2k2 — 3k +  1 handles. The 
number of ovals of A is denoted by I and Harnack’s inequality states that I < g + 1. 
We define r — g +  1 — I. Hilbert’s sixteenth problem actually concerns the case 
r  =  0.
We assume throughout that all simple closed curves in RP(2) are smoothly 
embedded and all collections of simple closed curves in R P (2 ) are finite collections. 
Let C denote a collection of pairwise non-intersecting ovals in RP(2). We denote 
the number of ovals of C  by I. We denote by B + those points of RP(2) lying on C 
or within an odd number of ovals of C, while B~  will denote those points of 1RP(2) 
lying on C or within an even number of ovals of C. We call an oval of C  even if 
it lies inside an even number of other ovals and odd otherwise. Throughout, we 
denote the non-orientable component of RP(2) \  C  by £, and we define E  =  cl{E), 
where rl  denotes closure. A component of MP(2 ) \  C  is called even if each of the
ovals bounding it from inside encloses an odd number of other ovals and is called 
odd otherwise. We denote the number of even ovals by p, the number of odd 
ovals by n , the number of nonempty even ovals bounding an even component of 
IRP(2) \  C  from outside by 7r, and the number of nonempty odd ovals bounding 
an even component of RP{2) \  C from outside by v. Each outermost oval of C 
together with all ovals contained in it, is called an island of C. An island is called 
even if it consists of an even number of ovals, and is called odd otherwise.
A curve A is called a dividing (type I) curve if CA \  A  is disconnected. In 
[R2] Rokhlin introduced the notion of a complex orientation on a  dividing real 
algebraic curve. We briefly explain it here. Complex curves have a canonical 
orientation such that if CA is the complex curve of a degree m  polynomial and 
CD is the complex curve of a  degree n polynomial, which meets CA transversely, 
then CA intersects CB  in m n  points, each with intersection number 1. If A is a 
dividing curve, then CA \  A =  Ci U C2 , where C\ and C2 are connected and, as 
subsets of CP(2), c£(C 1 ) D c£(C2 ) =  A. The involution of complex conjugation 
conj : C P (2) —> CP(2) restricted to C\ is an orientation reversing diffeomorphisin 
onto C2 . A inherits an orientation, called the complex orientation, as the boundary 
of the closure; of one component of CA \  A. This orientation is actually a semi­
orientation, as it depends 011 the choice of one of the components of CA \  A. As is 
indicated by the action of conj on each component of CA \  A, changing the choice 
of the component of C A \A  corresponds to simultaneously changing the orientation 
on every component of A. We note that for dividing curves, r is even.
We let Q denote the projective tangent bundle of RP(2), and let Q denote the 
tangent circle bundle of RP{2). We have
Q =  {(a;,/) : x  E M.P(2),/ is a line in RP(2) through s},
Q = {(x,I) : x  E RP(2),Z is an oriented line in RP(2) through .7;}.
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Given an oriented simple closed curve C  in RP(2), we can assign an oriented knot, 
L+ (C), in Q as follows. For each point on C, we may associate a  point x  in RP(2) 
and the tangent line to C  through x,  oriented in the direction of the orientation 
on C. If C =  {Ci} is a collection of oriented simple closed curves in R P (2 ), then 
letting L +(C) be the union of the L +(Ci) defines an oriented link in Q. We can 
similarly define a  link L(C)  in Q by considering unoriented tangent lines to C. We 
assume that all collections of simple closed curves in RP(2) are in general position. 
In particular, if A  is an even degree dividing curve oriented with the complex 
orientation, then L +(A) is an oriented link in Q.
In [Gl,P.40], Gilmer shows that both Q and Q are rational homology 3-sphcres. 
In particular, he shows that [L+ (£)], where £  is an oriented line in RP(2), is a 
generator for H\{Q)  =  Z 4 . In [G3], Gilmer develops the theory of signatures and 
nullities of links in rational homology 3-sphercs. In [G2], Gilmer used this method 
to calculate the signatures and nullities of links in Q. He was able to rederive the 
Gudkov conjecture [Gu] [R3] and some related congruences and the strengthened 
Arnol’d and strengthened Petrovskii inequalities [A] [W]. Gilmer has also studied 
the Arf invariant of links in Q. We will study the signatures and nullities of links 
in Q. Our results are contained in chapter two.
Given an oriented link L  in Q, we define, as in [G3],
T{L) = {1 e H l { Q ) :2 1 = [L}}.
The signature and nullity invariants of the oriented link L  depend not only 011 L 
but also 011 7  E r (£ ) .  In section one we define the signature of (L , 7 ), S(L,  7 ), and 
nullity of (L, 7 ), 77(11, 7 ), via Goeritz forms. We show tha t if C  is an odd number 
of pairwise non-intersecting ovals in RP(2), then S ( L +(C),y)  and t]{L+{ C ) ^ )  are 
independent of 7 . We also give formulas for S(L,  7 ) and r}(L, 7 ) when L  is a link 
defined by a collection of oriented one-sided simple closed curves in RP(2).
In section two we use a branched cover approach to calculate <S'(L+ (C'), 7 ) and 
r}{L+{C), 7 ), where C  — {Ci}\=l is any collection of pairwise non-intersecting 
oriented ovals in RP(2). Let W  denote the tangent disk bundle of R P (2 ). We 
define a  surface G in W  such tha t dG  =  L +(C). If C  consists of an even number 
of ovals, then G D RP(2) =  B +. If C  consists of an odd number of ovals, then 
G nlRP(2) =  B ~ . We show that there exists exactly two two-fold branched covers 
of W  along G. Gilmer, in unpublished work, used analogous branched covers of the 
projective tangent disk bundle of RP(2) to calculate signatures and nullities of the 
links L(C)  in Q. We also show that we can index these1 two-fold branched covers 
of W  along G by elements in r(Z,+ (C)). So given 7  6  r (L + (C)), there exists a 
four-manifold, Uj, such that U-y is a two-fold branched cover of W  along G. We let. 
B* = G H RP(2) and B n = c£(RP(2) \  B li). Each component of Z?u is covered by 
a closed surface in U7. We call a  component of B u 7 -contributing if it. is covered 
by an 01‘ient.able surface. We show that a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
oricntable component of B u to be 7 -contributing is that its interior is even. We 
also characterize when E  is 7 -cont.ributing as follows: let C be an oriented one­
sided simple closed curve in S. We define A+ (£) to be the number of ovals of C 
which are oriented in the same direction as C. Let A~{C) = I — A+ (£), and define
A + (£ ) -A -(£ )  .
w =  tu{C) = -------— -----  —  (mod 2 ).
We show that w is well-defined if every island of C  is even. We then show that 
E  is 7 -contributing if and only if every island of C  is even and w 2 ^(7 , g) 
(mod 2), where i  is the linking form on Q and g is a  generator for Hx(Q). We 
denote the number of 7 -contributing components of B u by c7, the number of 7 - 
contributing components of B u with positive (resp. negative) Euler characteristic 
by c \  (resp. c l) ,  and the number of 7 -contributing components of B u with zero 
Euler characteristic by cj. We show that S ( L +(C), 7 ) =  c .̂ — c l  +  £(x ( B *) — I)
and 7j(L+ (C ),7 ) =  Cg +  c7  — x ( B u). Finally we show a  relationship between the 
different signatures given by varying 7  €  r(L+(C)) and a  relationship between the 
different nullities given also by varying 7 .
Suppose A  is a dividing curve of degree m  = 2k oriented by the complex orien­
tation. Section three is devoted to applying theory from [Gl] and [G3] and results 
from section two to the links L +(A) and In [Rl] Rokhlin shows that if k  is 
even,
whereas if k is odd,
n 3A --6 rn — 2 v >  — --------
-  2 2 ’
3 A: — 5 rp — 2n >
2 2
These inequalities have come to be known as Rokhlin’s inequalities, and we show 
that these inequalities can be rederived as a  consequence of our results. We show 
that another consequence of our results is that when every island of A  is even, if
3k — 6 rn — 2u — —  -------
2  2
then
— +  (0 =  0  (mod 2 ).
Lt
Although this extremal property was not studied by Rokhlin, in section four we 
show that Rokhlin’s methods for proving Rokhlin’s inequalities can be enhanced 
to also prove this extremal property. We remark that this extremal property is 
actually a  way of disqualifying certain orientations on the ovals of a  curve that are 
candidates for the complex orientation.
We have ordered sections one through four in the chronological order in which
we studied the material of those sections. We first studied the signature and nullity
invariants of certain links in Q via spanning surfaces for the links and Goeritz forms 
associated to the spanning surfaces. We were not able to get very far using this
method and so we began taking the branched cover approach discussed in section 
two. After deriving formulas for the signature and nullity of the class of links for 
which we were studying, we substituted these formulas into Gilmer’s generalization 
of the Murasugi-TVistram inequality [Gl, Theorem 7.3]. Prom this inequality, we 
were forced to study certain cases. One case led to Rokhlin’s inequality for curves 
whose degree is not divisible by four. Another case led not only to Rokhlin’s 
inequality for curves whose degree is divisible by four, but also to the extremal 
property of this inequality mentioned above. We then studied Rokhlin’s proof of 
Rokhlin’s inequalities [Rl] and found that we were able to use the ideas in his proof 
to also prove the extremal property.
In chapter three we give an example of a collection of oriented pairwise non- 
intersecting ovals in R P (2) that cannot be ruled unrealizable by any of the equal­
ities, inequalities, or congruences of [V], but can be ruled unrealizable by our 
extremal property. We then give examples illustrating some ah hoc techniques we 
used in calculating signatures and nullities via Goeritz forms of a certain class of 
links in Q.
Chapter four is a  short summary of our results.
C H A P T E R  2 : R esu lts
S ignatures and N u llities  v ia  G oeritz Form s
Suppose L is an oriented link in Q. We define
r(L) = {7 G //i(Q ):27 = [L]}.
If F t  is a (possibly disconnected) spanning surface for L  with no closed orientablc 
components, Gilmer defines, [G3, P.289], an invariant 7 {/'i,) G H\(Q)  such that 
2l ( F t )  =  [L]. He shows th a t the mapping 7  sending Ft, to 7 (F l)  is a bijection 
from the set of ^-equivalence classes of spanning surfaces for L  to T(L).
Given 7  6  F(L), let Ft, denote a  spanning surface for L  with 7-invariant 7 . Let 
Kj denote the components of L, and let K {  be a parallel copy of K i  on Ft, oriented 
in the same direction as K t. As in [GL], we define the Euler number of F t  to be 
tin; rational number
c(FL) = - ' £ , l k { K i , K i ).
i
Let V  lie a tubular neighbox'hood of F t  in Q and let F t  =  dV.  Then V  is the total 
space of an /-bundle over F t ,  whereas F t  is the total space of a 3 /-bundle over 
Ft- If F t  is non-orientable, then the projection 7r : F t  —t F t  is the orientation 
cover of F t ,  whereas if F t  is orientable, the projection 7r : F t  -» F t  is the trivial 
disconnected double cover of Ft-  Let tv : H i(F L‘, Q) —> Hi(Ft ' ,Q)  be the transfer. 
We define a symmetric bilinear form, Q fl : H i ( F t ’,Q)  x H \ { F t \ Q) —> Q, by 
(<■*■ ft) =  lk{a,T(3) G Q. We call QpL the Goeritz form. We define the signature 
and nullity of (L, 7 ) by
S(L,  7 ) =  Sign g n  +
//(L ,7 ) =  nullity QFl +j30{FL) -  1.
7
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By [G1,P.43], if Li  denotes L  with the orientation of the i th component K{ of L  
reversed, then
S ( L , 1 ) = S ( L i , ' y - [ K i]) 
v ( L t 7 ) -  ^ ( ^ , 7 - ^ ] ) .
Suppose C  is a  collection of pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals in RP(2). 
Then L +(C) is an oriented link in Q. Let g denote a  generator for Hi(Q).  If O is 
an oriented oval in RP(2), then L +{0) — 2g. So we have
{ 0, if C  consists of an even number of ovals
2jg, if C  consists of an odd number of ovals.
Thus,
{ () or 2g, if C  consists of an even number of ovals
g or — g, if C  consists of an odd number of ovals.
T h e o re m  1.1. Suppose C is a  collection of  pairwise non-intersecting oriented 
ovals in RP(  2). I f  C  has an odd island, then S ( L +(C),g) = S ( L +(C ) ,—g), and 
»>(£+(<?),») = -/;(L + (C ),-a ).
Proof. Let I  denote an odd island of C. Isotope I  across the line a t infinity. The 
result of this isotopy is th a t the orientation on each oval of I  is reversed. Let 
C" denote the end result of the isotopy. Then S ( L +(C),g)  =  S ( L +(C'),g)  and 
■1 ]{L+{C),g)  =  g(L+(C'),g).  However, since L +(C') is obtained from L+ (C) by 
reversing the string orientation on an odd number of the components of L +(C),  we 
have that S (L+(C "),ff) =  S ( L + (C ) , -g )  and V{L+(C') ,g)  =  v{L+{C), - 9 ). Thus 
S(L+(C),g)  =  S ( L + (C ) , -g )  and v (L+(C ) ,g ) =  V(L + (C ) , -g ) .  □
*■"■» 2 k «»
Let {£*}?=! denote 2k distinct oriented lines in MP(2), and let £ 2lfe =  U £i.
i— 1
Then L jt =  L +(C2k) is an oriented link in Q and [Ljjfc] =  2^9- Thus, any spanning 
surface for with 110 closed orientable components will have 7 -invariant, kg or
9
(k + 2)g. We construct spanning surfaces and P%k for L%k with 7 -invariant kg
and (k +  2)<7 respectively.
Given let V i j  denote a  pencil of oriented lines through the point of
intersection of 4  and f.j joining £x and £j. Let F i j  — U L +(£). Then Fi j
tePi.i
is an annnlus in Q and we can orient F i j  so th a t d F i j  = L +(£i) U — L +(£j). 
If necessary, relabel and isotope the collection {£i}i=i 8 0  tha t {P2 i - i ,2 i}i:=i is a 
disjoint collection of annuli in Q. Let denote the union of these k  annuli. Then 
P£k is a  spanning surface for L \k and 7 (P^*.) =  kg.
We can form another spanning surface for L^k as follows: let a; be a line in IRP(2) 
distinct from H<ik- The inverse image in Q of u  is a  Klein bottle K  which intersects 
P£k in k  ribbon intersections. After resolving these intersections as in [G4, P.316], 
we have another spanning surface, P ^ ,, for L%k. As the fiber over a  point on u  
contributes 2 g to the 7 -invariant, we have that 7 (P ^ .)  =  7 (P^.) +  2 g = (k + 2 )g. 
We remark that (P^,) =  k  and Po{P%k) =  1.
T heorem  1.2. For k > 1,
S (r& .-r) =  ^
<111(1
f  2 (k -  1 ), i f  7  =  kg
V i L w  7) =  {
U ,  i f ' r = (k + 2)g
Proof. There exist bases for Hi  (P2̂ )  and H \(P^k) such th a t
@P+  =  ( ” 5 ) k x k
and
/  ( k )fcxfc ^k ( 2 ) fcxi^
6p+  = 4  0 01 -ik
'  ( — 2 Jlxfc ® “ 2 '
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We are using the notation th a t
f - M
'  2  'mXn
represents the m  x n  m atrix with every entry equal to —h. So, Sign Qp + =  — 1 =  
Sign G-pf and nullity Gp+t = k  — 1 whereas nullity Gp+ =  0. Since e (P ^ )  =
= I =
S(LtkM )  = «(£&,(* + 2)9) = “ I +  |  • |  =
Since /?0 (P2\.) =  fc,
»7(^2fci fcfl) =  fc -  1 +  fc -  1 =  2(fe -  1), 
whereas since PoiP^k) =  1 )
^).9 ) = 0  +  1 — 1 =  0. D
Signatures and N u llities  v ia  Branched Covers
If Y  is a space with a  S 2 action, we let Hk{Y)  denote the -1 eigenspacc of the 
automorphism on the vector space Hk(Y;  C) induced by the non-identity autom or­
phism of Y .  We denote the dimension of H k ( Y ) by ^ ( Y ) .  We make analogous 
definitions for pairs.
Let W  be the tangent disk bundle of RP(2). Thus d W  =  Q. Suppose C  =  {Oi) 
is a collection of pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals in IRP(2). For each i, the 
set of tangent vectors to Oi, in the direction of the orientation on Oi, whose length 
varies from 0  to 1 defines an annulus, H j, in W.  Let H  =  UHi. If C  consists
t
of an even number of ovals, let G =  H  U B +. If C  consists of an odd number 
of ovals, let G = H  U B ~ . Then dG  =  L +(C). We define B 3 = G (1 KP(2) and 
B u =  c^(RP(2) \  B 3). We think of B a as being a shaded region of KP(2) and B u
as being an unshaded region of RP(2). We define a  section of the normal bundle 
of G in W  via a vector field on a  subset of RP(2) as follows. For each oval Oi 6  C, 
let Ni  be a  tubular neighborhood of Oi in 1RP(2) such th a t N{ D N j  =  0 if i ^  j . 
For each i, we have th a t dN{ consists of two parallel copies, 0 \  and O", of Oi. 
Give each the parallel orientation to Oi. Let C'  =  {O'} and C"  =  {O''}. For each 
i, one and only one of 0 \  and O'/ is contained in B*. W ithout loss of generality, 
assume O'/ C B s for each i. Let N  =  UNi. As N  consists of disjoint annuli in 
R P(2), we can define a  vector field on N  which is tangent to C'  and C"  along the 
boundary and normal to C. Extend this vector field to a  vector field over N O B 3 
with isolated zeros. We rescale the vectors so that the extended vector field defines 
a section of the normal bundle of G in W  which is transverse to the zero section 
and transversely meets Q in the link L+ (C"). Note that if G o s(G) denotes the 
signed sum of the zeros of s, then G o $(G) = x ( B 3), In notation of [G3], we have 
e(G) = G o s(G) -  '£ lk (L+ (O l), L+(Oj))-
i
T h eorem  2.1. There exists exactly two two-fold branched covers o f W  along G.
Proof. Two-fold branched covers of W  along G are classified by classes in 
H l {W \  G ; Z 2 ) that take the value 1 on meridians of G. Consider the exact coho­
mology sequence of the pair (W , W  \  G) with Z 2 coefficients. We have
fT (W ;Z 2) A  Z 2) A  H i+1{ W ,W \G - ,  Z 2) A  H i+\ W \ Z 2).
Let N  denote a regular neighborhood of G, let E  =  c£((W \  int W) fl int. W }, 
and let S  =  N  fl E.  By excision, Poincare duality, and liomotopy invariance, we 
have
f P ( W , W \ G - tZ2) = H l(N,S-,Z2) = H ^ i ( N , N  n d W \ Z 2) = H4-i(G,dG-t Z 2).
In particular, iy 1(W , W  \  G ;Z 2 ) =  f?3 (G ,0 G ;Z 2 ) =  0. So we have
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By Poincare duality and the fact th a t W  is homotopic to ELP(2), we have that 
H2(W,Q;  Z 2) =  H 2{ W \ Z 2) =  H om (i/2(W ;Z 2) ,Z 2) =  Z2. Since [1RP(2)] is the 
nontrivial class of i / 2(W ;Z 2), the induced map .ff2(W ,Q ;Z 2) —> Z 2 takes a class 
in H2(W} Q; Z 2) represented by a surface, F , to F o R P (2) (mod 2), where o denotes
we have that G realizes the zero of the group JfgfW, Q\ Z 2). Prom above, we have 
H 2{W, W  \  G; Z2) =  # 2 (G, 3G; Z2). Thus, there exists a class a G H l (W  \  G; Z 2) 
such that the induced map H 1(W \G \  Z 2) -4 # 2 (G, dG\ Z 2) takes a  to [G]. Study of 
the isomorphisms involved shows that a  chiss in H x (W \G ; Z 2) takes the value 1 on 
every meridian of G if and only if the induced map JiPfW yG; Z 2) —» i?2 (G, c>G; Z 2) 
takes the cliiss to [G]. Thus a  defines a  two-fold branched cover of W  along G.
We note that J?l (W ;Z 2) =  H 1(RP(2 );Z 2) =  Z2. Let [?] denote the non-trivial 
class of H l ( W ; Z 2). Define a  = o+**([j]). Then the induced m ap / f 1 (W \G ; Z 2) —> 
/ / 2 (G, OG; Z2) also takes a  to [G], Thus a defines a  two-fold branched cover of W  
along G. Since ker 8* =  Z 2, we have tha t 8* is a  2 to 1 map. So a  and a  are the 
only classes in H X(W  \  G; Z 2) th a t are mapped to [G]. Thus there exists exactly 
two two-fold branched covers of W  along G. □
In [G3], Gilmer shows that we can index two-fold branched covers of Q along 
L +(C) by elements in r ( L + (C)). The map H l (W\  Z2) —> H l (Q\ Z 2) induced by 
inclusion of Q =  d W  into W  defines an isomorphism. It follows that we can also 
index two-fold branched covers of W  along G by elements in r ( L +(C)). More 
precisely, given 7  G r ( L + (C)), we let U1 denote the two-fold branched cover of W  
along G whose boundary is the two-fold branched cover of Q along L +(C) given
intersection number in W.  Since x{&+) = p — n  is even if and only if the number 
of ovals of C  is even, and since
x(I?+ ) if the number of ovals of C  is even 
x ( B ~ )  if the number of ovals of C  is odd,
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by 7 . If X  C W , we let X  denote the pre-image of X  in the cover U1 —» W . So 
we are using the notation th a t X  always denotes the pre-image of X  C W  in a 
specific branched cover of W  along G . If B  is a component of B u , then B  is a 
closed surface in t/7 . Wc define a component, B,  of B u to be 7 -contributing if 
/3 2 (B)  =  1. T hat is, a  component B  of B u is 7 -contributing if B  is an orientable 
surface.
T heorem  2.2. Let C be  a collection o f  pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals 
in R P ( 2). An orientable component o f  B u is 'y-contributing for all 7  i f  and only i f  
its interior is an even component of  IRP(2) \  C.
Proof. Suppose B  is an orientable component of B u. Let Z/ 7  —> W  be a  two-fold 
branched cover of W  along G. Then B  is 7 -contributing if and only if every simple 
closed curve in the interior of B  is covered trivially. Let O be a simple closed curve 
in B  and let D denote the disk in MP{2) bounded by O. In the last two statem ents 
we are using the assumption th a t B  is an orientable component of B u. Let 
be the ovals of C  which are enclosed by O and bound B  from inside. Let B? be the 
subset of B s enclosed by 0*. Using a vector field on B a, we can make G transverse 
to D. Then D o G =  £ x ( P ? ) -
i =  1
The interior of B  is an even component of R P(2) \  C  if and only if x(B?)  is 
e.veu for each i. If ) is even for each i, then D o G = 0 (mod 2). However, 
D o G e O  (mod 2) if and only if O is covered trivially. Since O was arbitrary, we 
have that if the interior of B  is an even component of RP(2) \  C, then every simple 
closed curve in the interior of B  is covered trivially. Thus, if the interior of B  is 
an even component of RP(2) \  C, then B  is 7 -contributing.
Now suppose the interior of B  is an odd component of RP(2) \  C.  Then there 
exists an oval, O, of C  which bounds B  from inside and encloses an even number of 
other ovals of C.  Let N  be a  tubular neighborhood of 0  in RP(2) such that. N  does 
not intersect any other oval of C.  Then d N  consists of two parallel copies of O, one
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contained in B a and the other contained in B u . Let O be the component of d N  
which is contained in B u. Define D  as above with respect to O. Then D o G  =  1 
(mod 2). So O is covered non-trivially. Thus E is not 7 -contributing. □
Suppose C  =  {Oi} U  is a collection of pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals 
in IKLP(2). Recall that £  denotes the non-orientable component of M P(2) \  C, and 
E  =  cl{£). Now that we have characterized when an orientable component of B u 
is 7 -contributing, we would like to characterize when E  is 7 -contribut.ing. Let £  be 
an oriented one-sided simple closed curve in £. We define A+ (£) to be the number 
of ovals of C  which are oriented in the same direction as £ . Let A- (£ ) =  I — A+ (£), 
and define
A + (£ ) -A “ (£ ) , i n ,to =  w(C) — --------- ----------- (mod 2).
Now suppose every island of C  is even. We wish to show that in this case w is 
well-defined. Move £  across one island I,  and call this line £ '. It suffices to show
* + ( £ ) - * - ( £ )  m X W - A - W  (m od2)
Let, n (b) denote the number of ovals of I  which contribute +1 to A+ (£) (A“ (£)). 
Then A+ (£ ') =  A+ (£) — a +  b and A“ (£ ') =  A“ (£) — b + a. Thus
A + ( £ ') - A - ( £ ')  A + (£ ) - A - ( £ )  #
 5 -----------= ----------- 2 -------------
Since I  is even, a + b is even, and so a — b =  0 (mod 2). Thus w is well-defined.
I11 the following theorem, £ is the map H \( Q ) x H\(Q)  —>■ Q /Z  defined by the 
linking form on Q and g is a  generator for H\(Q).  We can now characterize when 
E  is 7 -contributing.
T h e o re m  2.3. Let  C be a  collection o f  pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals 
in UP (2). Let 7  £ r(L+(C)).  Then E is 7-contributing i f  and only i f  every island 
of  C is even and
w j£ 2 £ ( ’y,g)  (mod 2 ).
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Proof. We have the two-fold branched cover, f/7, of W  along G. We can use an 
argument similar to the one in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.2 to show 
that if there exists an odd island I  of C, then E  is not 7 -contributing.
Suppose every island of C  is even. Then E  C B u . We rem ark th a t since E \ £  
is the subcollection of C  consisting of the outermost ovals, we have tha t E  is 
7 -contributing if and only if every one-sided simple closed curve in £  is covered 
non-trivially. Let £  be any oriented one-sided simple closed curve in £. Let A  
denote the annulus in W  defined by tangent vectors to £  in the direction of the 
orientation 011 £  whose length varies from 0  to 1. Since A  fl G  =  0, and since 
OA =  L+ (£) U — £, we have that £  is covered non-trivially if and only if L+ (£) 
is covered non-trivially. Let F  = F^+^c) be a  spanning surface for L +(C) in Q 
with 7 (F ) =  7 . Then L+ (£) is covered non-trivially if and only if F  o L +(£) = 1 
(mod 2), where o denotes intersection number in Q.
Let ./7 be a link in F  representing 7 (F ), let N  be an open neighborhood of ./7 
in F , and let F  — F \ N .  Then F o L + (£) =  1 (mod 2) if and only if F o L +{£) = 1 
(mod 2). Let =  d N.  Give ,7̂  the parallel orientation to J 7. Note that [J ,̂] =  
27 E Hi(Q).  We have that F  o L +(C) =  1 (mod 2) if and only if lk{L+(C) — 
. / ; ,£ + (£ ) )  s  1 (mod 2) if and only if lk{L+{C),  £ + (£ ))  -  l k ( J ^  £ + (£ ))  =  1 
(mod 2). However, Jfc(L+ (C), L +(C)) = u>(£). Moreover, we have Zfc(./7 , L+ (£)) = 
2U:{./7, L+ (£)). Since [,/7] — 7 and [L+ (£)] = g, a generator for H \ { Q ), we 
have //,:(./7, £"*"(£)) =  ^(7 ,g) (mod 1), where £ is the linking form on Q. Thus, 
2/A:(./7, £ + (£ ))  =  2^(7, g) (mod 2), and so l k ( J ^  £ + (£ ))  =  2£{yt g) (mod 2). So 
we have tha t £  is covered non-trivially if and only if w{C) — 2£(j ,g)  s  1 (mod 2). 
Since every island of C  is even, we have th a t «/(£) -  2£(7,g) = w  — 2^(7, <7) is 
independent of £ . Thus we have E  is 7-contributing if and only if w — 2^(7, g) = 1 
(mod 2). □
1G
We define c7  to be the number of 7 -contributing components of B xl, to 
be the number of 7 -contributing components of B u which have positive Euler 
characteristic, c f  to be the number of 7 -contributing components of B u which 
have negative Euler characteristic, and Cq to be the number of 7 -contributing 
components of B u which have Euler characteristic equal to zero.
Given 7  € r ( L + (C)), we have the two-fold branched cover, Uy , of W  along G. 
Then 0 U1 is a  two-fold branched cover of DW  =  Q along dG  =  L +(C). Wc set 
Qy =  dUy , and we let (j{Uy ) denote the signature of the Hcrmitianized intersection 
pairing on H 2(Uy \C) restricted to H 2{Uy ). Following [G3,P.311], we define
S ( i+ ( C ) ,7 ) =  a{Uy ) -  S ig n W  +  ie (G ), 
i,(L + (C ),7 ) = f t ( Q T).
As in [GL,Theorem 3], one can show that these definitions agree with the definitions 
of section one. We give formulas to calculate (C), 7 ) and
T h e o re m  2.4. Suppose C  =  {Ci} z-= 1  is a collection of pairwise non-intersecting 
oriented ovnls in RP(2). Then
S (L + (C ),7 ) =  4  -  c l  +  i (x(B’) -  I),
f i n d
„ ( L + ( C ) , 7 ) = 4  +  =7 - x (B”)-
Proof. Given 7  6  T{L+{C)),  let W , Uy , and G  be as above. We first concentrate 011 
the formula for S ( L +(C), 7 ). Gihner has observed tha t the inclusion 1RP(2) -4 Uy 
induces a  homotopy equivalence. Thus Hk{Uy ) =  ii/fc(RP(2 )). Note that RP{2) =  
B s U UB-1 where the B\l are the components of B u. Each B “ is orientable if andi
only if B\l is 7 -contributing. We let B “c denote the 7 -contributing components of
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B u. Arbitrarily orient each £?"c. Then {[£^*c]}t is a  basis for ^ ( U j ) .  If o denotes 
intersection number in # 7 , then Rokhlin shows [Rl]
2  x ( B r )  if i = j
\ B ? \  0 [*#
if i  ^  j .
Since <j(Uy ) is the signature of the intersection form on # 2 (1/ 7 ), we have cr(f/7) =  
c+ — c!_. As 1 /  is homotopy equivalent to MP(2), we have S ig n W  =  0. Since 
lk(L+(0) ,  L +(0 ') )  =  1 if O and O' are nested ovals oriented in the same direction, 
(see [G1,P.39]), and since G  0  s{G) ~  x { B a)i we have e(G) =  x ( B s) ~  /  Thus
S(L+(C), 7 ) =  4  -  c l  +  i (X( B‘) -  I).
We now turn our attention to the formula for r}(L+(C)^'y). Consider the exact 
sequence of the pair (U-y, Qy ). We have
• • • # 2 (1/ 7 ) # a(# 7 ,Q 7) H i(Q y ) H x(Uy ) Hi(Uy ,Q y ) — 4 ••■ .
By Poincare duality and homotopy invariance, we have
Hi(Uy t Qy ) = H 3{Uy ) = H 3(RP{2)) =  0.
Thus, the long exact sequence above induces an exact sequence 
(ES) • • • # 2 (1/ 7 ) ^  S 2(Uy ,Q y ) H l{Qy) H x{Uy ) - 4  0.
The exact sequence (ES) induces a short exact sequence 
0 —> ker i* —4 # j ( Q 7) —4 Hi{Uy ) —4 0.
Thus,
7?(L+ (C ),7 ) =  /?i(<§7) =  null i ty(n)  + dim(Hi(Uy )).
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By exactness of the sequence (ES), null ity(im) = rank{B*) and nulli ty(d*) =  
ranfc(p*). Thus,
nullity(i+) 4- rank(p*) =  dim(J7 2 (Z77, Q-y))>
and so
null ity( im) = dim(H 2 (i/7 , Q-y)) — rank(p*).
By Poincare duality and universal coefficients, Q7) =  # 2 (^ 7 )- The basis
{[J3“c]}i for Fl2 ( )  induces a  basis for Q-y) such that the m atrix for p*
associated to these bases is a  diagonal m atrix with entries 2 x { B i C)- So we have 
dim (^ 2 ( ^ 7 1  Q-y)) — &  and rank(pm) = cj. + c!_. Thus, nullity{i+) =  c7  — (c^. +  
c l )  =  cj|, and so
7/(L+ (C ),7 ) =  ^ + d i m ( Jff1 (Ky)).
Since U-f is homotopically equivalent to R P(2), we have
d i r n d l  (t/7)) =  d im (ff i(R ? (2 )) =  dim(0 /Ti (£ ? )).
i
We let f i f (B ' i )  denote the dimension of the ±1 eigenspace of the automorphism 
011 the vector space f/i(Z?“ ;C) induced by the non-identity automorphism of the 
cover Uj —> W . Then,
? (£ + (c ) , 7 ) = cj: + j j u r w ) -
i
We have that 0\~{BX) — 0\{D^) — p f ( B ? ) .  Moreover, (3f (-Btu) =  (3\{B]L). Thus, 
t,(£ + (C), 7 ) =  4  +  -  Pl{B?)).
i
To simplify the summand, we note that
(1)
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First suppose B?  is 7 -contributhig. Then by (1) we have
2 - / ? ! ( £ “ ) =  2 ( 1 - / ? ! ( £ “ ))>
or equivalently,
A W )  -  A (fl? )  =  A W )  =  1 -  x ( f lf ) .
If is not 7 -contributing, then by (1) we have
l - f t ( B ? )  =  2(l
or equivalently,
AW) “ AW) = AW) -  1 = “XW)-
Thus
£ ( A  W) -  AW)) = c7 -  *W),
i
and so
V ( L + ( C ) ,  7 ) =  d im (//i(Q T)) =  <£ +  -  X(B “ ). □
T h e o re m  2.5. Suppose C is a collection of  pairwise non-intersecting oriented 
ovals in RP(2),  Let £  denote the non-orientable component o f R P { 2) \  C. Let 
7  €  r(Zi+ (C)) and let 7  =  7  +  2<7. Then
I
5 (L+ (C'),7 ), i f  £  is odd;
S(L+(C),  7 ), i f f  is even and * ( f ) =  0; 
S'(L+ (C ),7 ) ±  1 , i f  £  is even and x (£ ) 7̂  0;
I
17(Z + (C ),7 ), i f  £  is odd;
Tj(L+(C),"f) ±  2, i f f  is even and x ( f )  =  0;
/;(L+ (C ),7 ) ±  1 , i f f  is even and x ( f )  7  ̂0 .
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Proof. Since £  is odd if and only if there exists an odd island of C , the proof for 
£  odd is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Suppose £  is even and x (£ )  =  0. We have that E  = c£(£) is either 7 -contributing 
or not 7 -contributing. If we change the 7 -invariant, then this corresponds to chang­
ing the 7 -coiitributing status of E.  Thus, since x{E )  =  0, changing the 7 -invariant, 
corresponds to increasing both, or decreasing both, c j and c7  by one and leav­
ing c7  and o7  the same. So by Theorem 2.4, S ( L +(C), 7 ) =  5(£.+ (C), 7 ) and 
J)(i+(C),7)=>!(£+(C),7)±2.
Similarly we can prove the case where £  is even and x(£)  7̂  0. Again, changing 
the 7 -invariant corresponds to changing the 7 -contributing status of E.  Now, 
though, since x { £ )  7  ̂ th changing the 7 -invariant corresponds to increasing both, 
or decreasing both, c l  and c7  by one and leaving and c j the same. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.4, S (L + (C ),7 ) =  S(L+(C),  7 ) ±  1 and f?(L+(<7), 7 ) =  v (L +(C),  7 ) ±  
1. □
Theorem 2.4 and the proof of Theorem 2.5 immediately give the following ad­
dendum.
A d d e n d u m  2.6.
5 ( T + ( C ) , 7 )  =  5 ( L + ( C ) , 7 ) ± 1
i f  and only if
rKi+(C),7) = 7(i+(C),7)Tl.
R okhlin's Inequalities and an E xtrem al P roperty
In [G3], Gilmer develops the theory of signatures and nullities of links in rational 
homology 3-spheres. As Q is a  rational homology 3-sphere, we can apply the theory 
developed to links in Q. In particular, we will focus on the links L +(A) and L%k , 
where A  is a  dividing curve of degree m  =  2k. Recall th a t A , oriented with 
the complex orientation, consists of I pairwise non-intersecting oriented ovals in
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R P ( 2). We can thus use the formulas for signatures and nullities developed in the 
last section. It is well known that for dividing curves, I = k (mod 2) (see [W]). So 
A  consists of an even number of ovals if k is even, and an odd number of ovals if 
k  is odd. Thus, if g denotes a  generator for H%(Q), then
( 0, if A: is
I  2 g, if k  is
k  even
[x +(>d ] ;
 odd.
Thus,
0  or 2 g, if k  is even
7 =
g or — g, if k is odd.■ {
As in [Gl, P.46], there exists a  cobordism G+ in I  y. Q from L+(A)  to L^k- 
We define the Euler number, e(G+), of G+ as follows. Let s denote a section of 
the normal bundle of G + in I  x Q which is transverse to the zero section and 
is nonzero restricted to dG+. Then s(G + ) intersects {1 } x Q in a  link V  with 
each component, of V  being a  parallel copy of a component, Ki  =  L+ (Oi), 
of the link L +(A). Similarly, s(G+) intersects {0} x Q in a  link L* with each
A A
component, K*,  of L* being a parallel copy of a component, Ki = L+(£j), of the 
link L^.. Give V  the parallel orientation to L +{A) and L* the parallel orientation 
to Lgj.. Let. G+ o s(G+) denote the signed sum of the zeros of s. We define 
e(G+) =  G+ o a(G+) +  ^ 2 lk{K i ,K ; )  -  Z l H K j ' K l ) .
* 3
In [Gl, P.40], Gilmer defines the map h : CP(2) —► (0,1] by
W + 4  + 4 1
M 2 +  |^112 +  \*2\2
By the triangle inequality, /i- 1 (l)  =  RP(2) and Gilmer shows th a t for small 5 >  0, 
/t_1([l — S, 1]) is diffeomorphic to Vrp(2 ), the normal bundle of R P(2) in CP(2). 
As A  is dividing, we can choose S sufficiently small so tha t <CA 0  /i- 1 ([<S, 1 — <5]) 
consists of two orientable components. The cobordism G+ is actually one of the
where A =  M i nt
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two components of CM O h ~ l ([<5,1 — <5]). We can orient G+ so th a t the orientations 
it induces on L +(A)  and agree with the orientations L +(A) and L%k already 
have. Thus, 7 (G+) =  0. By [G3, Theorem (7.3)], we have that
|S (L + (^ ) ,7 )  -  -  e (G+)/2 |  +  7<£+ M ) ,7 )  +  » ( £ £ ,  7> <  - * ( G + )  +  2A
( >?(£+(^).7) + ’!(£i.7) 
. , ( i + , 7 ) + / 3 o ( G + ,£+t )
,(£+M), 7 ) + A (G + ,£+(>!))
„ dim JTi(/ x Q ,G + ;Z 2 ).
Consider the reduced homology exact sequence of the pair ( I  X Q , G+). We have
 1- Hi{G+) H i ( I  x Q) H i { I  x Q, G+) -> 0 .
Since G+ is a cobordism from L +{A) to we have L +(£) G i/i(G + ), where f 
is one of the 2k oriented lines in RP(2) defining Ljfc. As mentioned in chapter 
one, L +(P) represents a generator for Hi(Q)  =  H \ ( I  x Q). Thus i ,  is onto, and 
so H \ ( I  x Q ,G +) =  0. Since H \{ I  x Q ,G + ;Z 2 ) =  H \{ I  x Q, G + ) & Z 2 , we have 
H 1 ( / x Q , G +  ; Z 2 ) =  0. Thus, we have proven the following:
Lemma 3.1. A =  0. Thus
| S ( I + M ) , 7 )  -  S (L& ,7)  - e ( G + ) / 2 |  + i;(L+ (X),7 )  +  7 ( £ & ,7 )  <  -X<G+).
Ill [Gl, P|>.46-48], Gilmer shows that x(G + ) =  -  2k~^k'  = k -  2k2. He
also shows that there is a section, s, of the normal bundle of G+ in I  x Q such 
that G + o s ( G + ) = ,Jr  = 2A:2 and l k ( K i ,K f )  =  - J  and ^ { /^ , /C ')  =  1 . Thus, 
e(G+ ) =  2 A:2 +  2k( — ̂ ) — L Since I = 2k2 — 3k +  2 — r, we have ^  — 1 +
Also, by Lemma 1.2, 5 (^ 2*.,7 ) =  So
Q i* m
|S(£+M),7) -  Y  + 2 -  5 | < 2fca -  fc -  7(£+(A),7) -  7(14,7).
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Thus we have
(I‘) 7<£jt>7) + J/(i+(-̂ ),7) “ J(i+(A),7) < 2ft2 - y  + 2- j,
(I?) t / (£& .7)  +  7 ( £ + M ) , 7 )  +  S ( £ + M ) , 7 )  <  M 3 +  |  -  2 +
We first consider the inequality (Iĵ  ) and use this inequality to rcderive the 
following theorem:
T h e o re m  3.2 [R okhlin]. Suppose A is a dividing curve o f  degree 2k.
I f  k is even, then
n 3 k - 6  rn — 2u > --------------- .
“ 2 2
I f  k is odd, then
0 . 3k -  5 rp — 2ir>  —  -------
2 2
Proof. We let c =  ck,J, c() = and c± =  cjjf. Inequality (1^) states
KJU v
V(L+k,kg) + r,(L+(A),kg) -  S(L+(A),kg)  < 2 k 2 - ~ + 2 ~ 1- .
Substituting ij(L%k,kg) = 2k -  2, g(L+(A), kg) = cQ — x ( B u) + c, and 
S ( L +(A), kg) = c+ — c_ +  ^ ( x ( B a) — I), we have
+  c _  c+ + c_ _  x{B “) -  + L <  2k2 -  y  +  4 -
Since c = c+ +  c_ +  Co, we have
2c# +  2 c .  -  X(B “ ) -  +  j  <  2k2 -  y  +  4 -  j ,
or etiuivalently
4(c0 +  c_) -  2x(B tt) -  x ( B s) +1 < 4k2 -  9Jfe +  8  -  r.
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Tims,
4(c0 +  c_) -  X(B U) -  ( x ( B u) +  X{B3)) + 1 < 4k2 -  9k +  8  -  r.
As x ( B u) + x ( B 3) = =  1, and I = p + n, we have
4(co +  c_) — x ( B u) + p + n  < 4k2 — 9k +  9 — r.
Since 4fc2 — Dk 4- 9 — r  =  2(2fc2 — 3/c +  2 — r) — 3fc +  5 +  r  =  2(p + n) — 3A: +  5 +  r, 
4(c0 + c - )  — x ( B u) + p  + n  <  2(p + n) -  3k +  5 +  r.
Thus
( I i ) 4(c0 +  c_) — x { B u) — p — n <  —3k +  5 -f  r.
Suppose k  is odd. Then A  consists of an odd number of ovals. So B u =  B +,
and x ( B u) = p — n. Thus (Ij) gives
4(co + C - )  — (p — n) — p — n  < —3k +  5 +  r
or equivalently
4(c0 +  c_) — 2p < —3k +  5 4- r.
A component of B u contributes to cq or c_ if and only if it is bounded on the
outside by an oval tha t contributes to 7r. Thus
4n — 2p < —3k + 5 +  r,
or equivalently,
Now suppose k  is even. Then A  consists of an even num ber of ovals. So B u =  
B ~ ,  and x { B u) =  1 ~  P + n * Thus (Ii) gives
4(co +  c_) — ( 1 —p +  n ) —p — n <  —3 k  +  5 +  r
or equivalently
4(c0 4- c_) — 2n < —3k + 6  +  r.
If a  component of B u is bounded on the outside by an oval th a t contributes to u, 
then that component contributes to Co or c_. Thus, v < cq + c _ .  So
4 v — 271 <  —3k +  6  +  r,
or equivalently,
„ 3k — 6  t
n — 2 u >  —  -------------- □2 2
Recall th a t €  denotes the non-orientable component of R P (2 )\A  and E  =  ct{£). 
We remark that in the case that k  is even, then
{ cq +  c_ if E  is not fcp-contributing
co +  c_ — 1 if JE7 is ^-con tribu ting .
We can thus prove the following extremal property. Although this extremal prop­
erty was not studied by Rokhlin, we will show in chapter four that we can use
the ideas in Rokhlin’s proof of the above inequalities to also prove the extremal
property.
T h e o re m  3.3. Suppose A is a  dividing curve of  degree 2k such that every islajid 
of  A  is even. Orient A by the complex orientation. I f
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Proof. As above, we have
4(co 4- c_) — 2n <  —3A: +  6  +  r.
Suppose |  +  w = 1 (mod 2). Since 7  =  kg, we have £(7 , 5 ) =  — f  (mod 1). Thus, 
■tu — 2 £(7 ,g) =  ty +  |  =  1 (mod 2). So w ^  2 £(7 ,<j) (mod 2), and so by Theorem 
2.3, we have that E  is /^-contributing. Since E  is /^-contributing, it contributes 
to co or c_. Thus u +  1 =  Co +  c_. So
4(i/ +  1 ) — 2 n < —3k  +  6  +  r,
or equivalently,
n — 2 u >  3 k ~ -  - ^ -  + 2 . □
2  2
The rest of this chapter is devoted to showing that the other inequalities arising 
from (I*) and (1̂ ,) are trivial or a  consequence of (I ).
L e m m a  3.4. Let  7  =  kg and 7  =  {k +  2)g. Then I* => V~ for i = 1,2.
Proof. Dy Lemma 1.2, we have that ?/(Z,^,, 7 ) =  0 and r/(Z^,, 7 ) =  2k — 2.
If £  is odd, then by Theorem 2.5, we have 5 (L+ (A ),7 ) =  5 (L+ (j4 ) ,7 ) and 
■il{L+(A),  7 ) — rj(L+(A), 7 ). Thus, since k  €  N,
V(L+k, 7 ) +  , -  S (£ + M ),7 ) <  r,(L+t ,7 ) +  ^ L + ( A ) , 7 ) -  S(L+(A) , j )
and
7) +  >/(t+ (>l),7) +  S ( £ + ( ^ ) .7 )  <  7 ( £ j t ,7 )  +  7 ( i + M ) ,7 )  +  S ( i + M , 7 ) .
Thus I* =*► I~.
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If £  is even and x(£)  =  then by Theorem 2.5, we have S ( L +(A),'y) = 
S ( L +( A ) , i )  and
+  rl(L+( A ) ^ )  =  rj(L+(A),  7) =  Tf(L+( A ) , j )  ±  2.
So,
+ r}{L+( A ) , i )  <  t?(£+ (A ),7 ) +  2. 
As £  is even, k €  N is even. Thus 
2  +  rt(L+{A)i 7 ) <  2 fc -  2 +  17(L+ (A ),7 ) =  v (L+k , 7 ) +  tj(L +(A ),7 ).
Thus
i ) ( £ j i ,7 )  + > ? ( i+ (A ),7) -  S ( £ + ( / l ) ,7 )  <  >)(£&,7 ) + < 7 (i+ (>l),7) -  S (£ + ( .4 ) ,7 )
and
/ , ( L+ , 7 ) + / / ( i + (A),7) +  5 (L + (A ),7) <  , 7 ) +  J7(L+(A),7) +  5(L + (A ),7 ),
and so 1̂ , => I~. 
Now suppose £  is even and x (£ ) 7  ̂ 0. We first show I* =>■ I~. By Theorem 2.5 
and Addendum 2.6,
<?(£&. 7) + v ( i +(A), 7) -  S(L+M), 7) = 7(£+M), 7) ± 1 -  (S(£+(>l),7) =f 1).
So,
V(L+k , 7 ) +  /j(L+(A ),7) -  5 (L + (A ),7) <  I7(L+(A),7) -  5 ( L+(A) l 7 ) +  2.
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As above, since £  is even, k G N is even. Thus,
2 +  t)(L+ (A) ,^ )  -  S (L + (A ) , 7 ) <  2k -  2 +  t?(L+ (A ),7 ) -  S (L + (A ),7 ), 
and so
2 + r, (L+(A), l)  -  S ( i+ (A ),7 )  <  + > )( i+ U ) ,7 )  -  S (L + (A ),y).
Thus I* => Ii.
Finally, if £  is even and x (£) 7  ̂0, then by Theorem 2.5 and Addendum 2.6, 
V(L+(A),J) +  S (L + (A ),7 ) =  V(L+(A),7)  + 5 (L + (A ),7 ).
So,
7 , ( L +  ( 7 ) +  v(L+ ( A) n)  + S(L+(A) ,7) < n { L ^ i )  + 7 7 ( L + ( A ) , 7 )  +  5 { L + ( A ) , 7 ) .
*1
Thus 12 =» i l .  □
Once again, let c =  ck,J, c0 =  Cq9, and c± =  c±9. Consider the inequality 
We claim that this inequality is a  trivial consequence of the quantities involved. 
To prove this, note that
v{Ltk ,kg)  +  ri{L+{A), kg) +  S(L+(A), kg) < 2k2 +  ^  -  2 +  *- 
if and only if
2k -  2  +  co -  X{B")  +  c +  c+ -  c_ +  ^ ( X(B S) -  /) <  2k2 +  |  -  2  +
Since c = c+ +  c_ +  c0 and I =  p +  n, the last inequality is satisfied if and only if 
4(c0 +  c+) -  2x ( B u) +  x ( B 3) - ( p  + n) < 4k2 -  3k  +  r.
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Since p + n  =  2fc2 —3/e+2—r, we have 4/e2 — 3/c+r =  2(2/e2 —3/c+2—r ) + 3 /e—4 + 3 r =  
2(p +  n) 4 - 3/e — 4 +  3r. Thus, the last inequality is satisfied if and only if
(I2 ) 4(c0 +  c+ ) -  2 x { B u) +  x ( B 3) <  3(p +  n) +  3/e -  4 +  3r.
Suppose k E N is odd. Then A  consists of an odd number of ovals, and so 
B u =  B + and B a — B ~ . So x ( B u) — p — n  and x ( B a) =  1 —p + n. Thus, (I2 ) 
gives
4(c0 +  c+) -  2 x ( B u) + x { B s) <  3(p +  n) +  3/e -  4 +  3r
if and only if
4(c0 +  c+ ) — 2(p — n) + 1 — p + n  < 3(p +  n) +  3A: — 4 +  3r 
if and only if
4(c0 +  c+) — Gp < 3/e — 5 +  3r.
If a component of B u contributes to cq or c+ then it is bounded on the outside by 
an even oval that contributes to p. Since k E N and r  E NU {0}, the last inequality 
is trivial.
Now suppose k E  N is even. Then A  consists of an even number of ovals, and 
so B n = B~  and B a = B +. So x { B u) =  1 — p +  n  and x { B a) =  p — n. Thus (I2 ) 
gives
4(co -f- c+) — 2x ( B u ) +  x { B a) <  3(p +  n)  +  3k — 4 4* 3r
if and only if
4(cq +  c+ ) — 2(1 — p +  «) + p — n < 3(p +  n) +  3k — 4 +  3r 
if and only if
4 ( c q  +  c+ ) — 6n <  3/e — 2 +  3r.
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If an orientable component of B u contributes to Co or c+ then it is bounded on the 
outside by an odd oval th a t contributes to n.  We may also have E  contributing to 
Co- Thus wc have cq +  c+ <  n  +  1. Since k  G N is even and r  6  N U {0}, the last 
inequality is trivial.
T he E xtrem al P roperty  via R okhlin's A pproach
We now turn our attention to Rokhlin’s method of proving the inequalities in 
Theorem 3.2. As mentioned in the remarks immediately preceding the statem ent 
of Theorem 3.3, the extremal property of Theorem 3.3 was not studied by Rokhlin. 
Throughout the rest of this section, we will show th a t Rokhlin’s method of proving 
Rokhlin’s inequalities can be enhanced to also prove Theorem 3.3.
L em m a 4.1. Suppose A  is a  dividing curve o f  degree 2k and C, is an oriented one­
sided simple closed curve in S. Then there exists an oriented sphere E in C P (2) 
satisfying the following properties:
i ) S n E P ( 2 )  =  C
ii )E o CA  =  2k where CA is oriented canonically and o denotes intersection 
number in CP(2), and
Hi)E =  D\  U £>2 where Dy and D 2 are oriented disks and, as subsets o f C P ( 2), 
D\  fl Z?2 =  £■ Furthermore, £>2 =  —conj{Dy).
Proof. Let h : CP(2) —> [0,1] be defined as in section three. Wc may choose 
sufficiently small e and S, e >  S > 0, such that /i-1 [l — e, 1] can be represented 
by elements in TR P(2) whose vectors have length less than or equal to 1 and 
~ 1 [ 1 — <S, 1] can be represented by elements in TR P(2) whose vectors have length 
less than or equal to j .  Let T denote the annular region in /t-1 [l — S, 1] represented 
by tangent vectors to £ , in the direction of C, with length varying from 0  to 
Let Cf be the curve of a  degree 1 polynomial G, and let C C  be the zero locus of G 
in C P (2 ). C C  has a canonical orientation which induces the complex orientation
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on £ '.  Gilmer shows [Gl, P.41] that h ~ l \l — e, 1 — 5] is diffeomorpliic to I  x Q. 
Using an isotopy in K P (2) between £  and £ ', we can find a  knot concordance, 
r ' ,  in /  x Q w /i—1 [1 — e, 1 — <5] between the knot, K \ ,  in h - 1 ( l  — 5) represented 
by tangent vectors to £ , in the direction of £ , of length |  and the knot, 7sr2, in 
h ~ 1( 1 — e) represented by tangent vectors to £ ',  in the direction of £ ',  of unit 
length. Let T" be the component of C £ ' \  h -1 ( 1 — e, 1] whose boundary is K 2. 
Then D\  =  T U T' U F" is a  disk in CP(2) with boundary £ . Let D 2 =  —conj(Di)  
and define £  =  D\  U D2- By construction, £  satisfies properties i) and in) ,  and 
since £  is isotopic to C£ ',  property if) follows as well. □
Suppose A  is a dividing curve of degree 2k where k  is even. Let C\ be one of 
the components of CA \  A.  Set U + = C\ U B +. We call an Arnol’d surface. 
Consider the exact homology sequence with Z 2 coefficients of the pair (CP(2), U + ). 
Since i f 3 (CP(2); Z 2) =  0, we have
0 -> P 3 (C P(2),W +;Z2) -^4 H 2(U+] Z 2) -^4 If2 (CP(2); Z 2) - > • • • .
I11 [A], Arnol’d shows that, since k is even, the surface U + realizes the zero of 
the group P 2 (CP(2); Z 2). Rokhlin gives alternative proofs in [Rl] and in [R.2]. So 
i« =  0 and c>, is an isomorphism. Thus, since U + is a  connected closed surface, 
7/3 (C P(2),£ /+ ; Z 2) =  Z 2. Let N  be a tubular neighborhood of U + in CP{2). By 
excision, Poincare duality, and homotopy invariance,
P 3 (CP(2),W+ ; Z 2) =  P 3 (CP(2) \  N,d(CP{2)  \  jV);Z2) =  P l (CP(2) \ W + ; Z 2).
Thus, H l (CP(2) \U + ;  Z 2) =  Z2. The non-trivial class in H 1{CP(2) \  U+] Z2) 
takes the value 1 on the meridian of U +. It follows th a t for even k  there exists a 
unique two-fold branched cover ir : Y  -4 CP(2) with branch set U +. In chapter 
four we relate this fact to the results of section two. Y is an oriented smooth closed
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four-dimensional manifold. If X  C CP(2), we denote ix~l {X)  by X . Wc remark 
that E  = c£(S) =  c£(£) is a  closed surface in Y .  We assume the ovals of A are 
oriented by the complex orientation.
L e m m a  4.2. Suppose A  is a dividing curve of  degree 2k where k is even. Then 
E  is orientable i f  and only i f  every island of A  is even and
^  -+- w =  1 (mod 2 ).
Proof. Let C\ and C2 be the components of CA \  A,  and give A  the complex 
orientation induced by C\.  Let £  be an oriented one-sided simple closed curve in 
8. Let £ , Di,  and D2 be as in the statem ent of Lemma 4.1. Let a = Di  o C\ 
where unless otherwise stated o denotes intersection number in CP(2). Since as 
oriented manifolds D 2 =  —conj{D\)  and C2 — —conj(Ci),  we have a = D 2 o C2. 
Similarly we define /3 =  Di o C2 — D2 oC\.  Since £  o CA  = 2k, we have a  +  fi =  k. 
Each intersection point of E with CA  in CP(2) lies in C P (2) \  iV(lRP(2 )) where 
A^(KP(2)) is a small tubular neighborhood of RP(2) in CP(2). If X  C CP(2) is 
invariant under conj , we let X  denote the orbit space of X  under r.on.jjx  ■ In [Gl, 
P.47], Gilmer shows that V 4 =  CP(2) \A r(IRP(2)) is a rational homology 4-ball 
with boundary Q , the projective tangent bundle of RP(2). He also shows [Gl, 
P.37], how to define an oriented knot, L(C)  C Q, given an oriented simple closed 
curve C  C KP(2). Let N(C)  =  E D N{RP{2))  and N{A)  = CA n  JV(RP(2)). 
Then £  \  N ( £ )  C T>4 is an oriented spanning surface for the knot L(C)  C Q 
while CA \  A^(A) C V 4 is an oriented spanning surface for the link L{A) C Q . 
Thus E \  N{C)  oCA \  N (A )  (intersection number in V 4) will equal lk(L(C), L(A))  
(total linking number of L(C) and L(A)  in Q). However, each intersection point in 
CP(2) that contributes to a  (/3) contributes +1 (—1) to the intersection number in 
V 4 of £  \  N{C)  and CA \  JV(A). Tims E \  AT(£) oCA \ N ( A )  (intersection number
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in X>4) =  lk(L(C), L(A))  = a  — /?, and since a  +  /? =  k,
n  _ k , l k (L (£ ) ,L (A))Di  o Ci =  a  =  -  + ---------- ---------
Since lk{L(C),L{A))  =  A+{£) -  A“ (£) [Gl, P.39],
„  k , X+(C)-X~(C)
^   2 ---------
We first show th a t if E  is orientable, then every island of A  is even. Suppose 
there exists an odd island I  of A.  Move £  across I  and call this line £ '. Let S ', 
D j , and D'2 be as above with respect to £ '.  As above, we have
„  k  . A+(£') -  A- (£ ')
b 1 ° c , - 5  + --------- - ---------- .
Thus, with a and 6  defined as in the remarks preceding Theorem 2.3,
_  k  A+(£') -  A“ (£ ')  k A + ( £ ) - A “ (£) ,
=  2 +  2----- —  =  g H g — - ( a - f c )  =  A ° C i  —(a —6 ).
Since /  is odd, a — b =  1 (mod 2). So D[ o C\ =  (D\ oCi  +  1) (mod 2). However,
C] U D+ =  U+ is the branch set of the cover 7r : Y  —► CP{2). Thus, either £  or £ '
is covered trivially, and so E  is non-orientable.
Suppose now that every island of A  is even. Then w  is well-defined, and since
lk{L(C),L{A)) .
w =  2  m̂° ^
we have Di o C\ = ( |  +  w) (mod 2). Since Ci U B + = U+ is the branch set of the
cover 7T : Y  -> CP(2), and since £  is arbitrary, D \  o C\ =  (£ +  w) = 1 (mod 2)
if and only if every one-sided simple closed curve in £  is covered non-trivially. 
Every one-sided simple closed curve in £  is covered non-trivially if and only if £  is
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a,n orientable surface. Suppose £  is an orientable surface. Then £  =  E  \  C, where 
C  C RP(2)  is the union of the outermost ovals of A.  We remark that C  is a subset 
of the branch set of the cover 7r : Y  —► CP(2). As the non-identity automorphism 
of the covering 7t \ Y  CP(2) is orientation reversing on £, E  is orientable. We
have shown that if £  is an orientable surface then E  an orientable surface. The 
converse is obviously true. Thus D\  o C\ =  (£ + w)  =  1 (mod 2) if and only if E  
is orientable. □
We have now built enough information to use Rokhlin’s m ethods to prove the 
extremal property of Theorem 3.3. All references to Rokhlin in the proof that 
follows refer to [Rl].
T h e o re m  4.3. Suppose A  is a dividing curve o f  degree 2k such that every island 
o f  A is even. Orient A by the complex orientation. I f
3fc — 6  rn — 2u — —  --------- -
2  2
then
^  +  w =  0  (mod 2 ).
Proof. Since A  is dividing and every island of A  is even, then k  is even and £  is 
even. Let 7r : Y  —» CP(2) be the above 2-fold cover of CP(2) with branch set 
U+. Rokhlin shows that the classes in realized by the closed surfaces
in Y  lying over the components of D~  are linearly independent in (V ; (Q). We
give that argument here. Rokhlin shows that the classes in H2(€.P(2), U+ ; S 2 )
realized by the components of B~  are linearly independent in P 2 (C P (2 ), P + ; Z 2). 
Consider the Smith sequence (see [B] or [F])
-> f f3(CP(2),£/+ ;Z2) 3  f f2( C P ( 2 ) , a + | Z 2) © f f 2(t /+ ;Z 2) 2? H 2(Y- ,Z2) %
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corresponding to the group of covering automorphisms of Y . As was seen in the re­
marks after Lemina 4.1, the boundary map 0* : i / 3 (C P(2 ), U+ ; Z 2) —> H2(U+', h 2) 
is an isomorphism. This boundary map acts as the second constituent of the ho­
momorphism 7 3 . Thus the first constituent : H2{<CP{2)  ̂U+ ; Z2) —* H2( Y ;Z 2) 
of the homomorphism a 2 is a  monomorphism. The map a \  takes a  class in 
.ff2 (CP(2), U+] Z 2) realized by a  component of B ~  to the class in H2( Y ] Z 2) re­
alized by the closed surface in Y  lying over this component. Thus, the classes in 
H2( Y ; Z 2) realized by the closed surfaces in Y  lying over the components of B ~  are 
linearly independent in H2{Y\ Z 2). Consideration of the reduced exact sequence of 
the pair (C P (2 ), U+ ) shows that H\{<C.P{2), U+ ; Z 2) =  0. Also, the boundary map 
<9, : H 2(CP(2), U+; Z 2) —> -ffi(C/+ ;Z 2), acting as the non-trivial constituent of the 
homomorphism 7 2  in the Smith sequence, is onto. Thus, by the Smith sequence, 
H \ { Y \ ’L 2) — 0. Since H \(Y \% 2) =  H \{Y )  (§>Z2 =  0, we have tha t H \{Y )  is a 
torsion group whose invariant factors are odd. So H2( Y ; Z 2) =  H 2(Y)  <g)Z2. Thus 
the classes in H2(Y\Q)  realized by the closed orientable surfaces in Y  lying over 
the components of B ~  are linearly independent in JI2 (Y;Q).
Suppose |  -He =  1 (mod 2). By Lemma 4.2, we have an oriented closed surface, 
So, in Y  lying over the non-orientablc (even) component of B ~ . Rokhlin shows 
that each orientable even component of B~  is covered by a closed orientable surface 
in Y . Thus, over each even component of B~  lies a closed orientable surface in 
Y.  Let S j, £ 2, ... , £„  denote oriented surfaces in Y  lying over the orientable 
even components of B ~  having non-positive Euler characteristic. Being a  subset 
of a linearly independent set, {[E0], [E i] ,..., [£„]} is a  linearly independent set in 
# 2 (F ;Q ). Let, V — 5/>an([Eo], [ S i ] , [£*]). Let q : / f 2 (F ;Q ) -► Q be the 
quadratic form given by y([£]) =  E o E where o is the (rational) intersection 
number in Y.  Let eq denote the Euler characteristic of the component of B ~  that 
is covered by £ j, 0 <  i < u. Rokhlin shows that </([£*]) =  —2<q, 0 < i <  u. Let
t  be the automorphism on the vector space # 2  Q) induced by the non-identity 
automorphism of the covering 7r : Y  —► CP(2). Let K  be the —1 eigenspnee of 
r  and let s denote the signature of q\k.  Observe that [Si] G K ,  0 < i < u. 
Write K  = K + 0  where K+ and K -  are, respectively, positive definite and 
negative definite subspaces of K  with respect to q. Then s =  dim (i^+) — dim (/f_). 
We have V  C K  and since q([Si]) >  0, V  H K _ =  0. Thus by considering the 
projection K  —» K j K _ restricted to V, we have dim(V) =  u + 1 <  dimf/C/A’- )  = 
d in i(/r+ ) =
We now focus on the expression Prom the Smith sequence above,
we have Pi{Y)  =  0. So, by Poincare duality and universal coefficients, we also 
have Pz{Y)  =  0. Since Y  is a 2-fold cover of CP(2) with branch set f /+ , we have 
X(Y) = 2X(CP(2)) -  X(U+). Thus 2 +  (32(Y)  =  6  -  * (t/+ ), and so (32{Y) = 
4 -  x{U +). In [B], Brcdon shows that the transfer map tr  : iZ2 (C P (2 );Q) —> 
H2(Y;Q)+,  where 7/ 2 ( ^ ; Q ) + denotes the + 1  eigenspace of the automorphism 
r ,  defines an isomorphism. As d im (i/2 (C P(2 );Q )) =  1, we have that /32(Y) — 
dim(H2( Y ;Q)+ ) +  dim (K)  =  1 +  dim(.ft'). Thus, dim(K)  =  3 — x ( U +) =  3 — (p — 
11 + 1 — g). Since g +  1 =  2k2 — 3A: +  2, we have dim(iif) =  2k2 — 3A: +  3 +  n  — p.
By definition,
Sign(y, r )  =  Sign(9 |H2(y.Q)+) -  S ig n a l* ), 
and so Sign(Y, r )  =  1 — s. On the other hand, by the g-signature theorem,
S ign(y ,r) =  e(i>J+),
where e{ujj+ ) denotes the normal Euler number of U+ in Y .  In turn, ) =
2 e(iyp+(2>) where e(t^+*2*) denotes the normal Euler number of U+ in CP(2). 
Since U+ = C  U B+, e( i^+(2)) =  2k 2 -  X(B+) = 2k2 -  (p -  n). Thus
Substituting p =  I
or equivalently,
dim(iif) +  s  __ k2 — 3k +  4 ( n  — p  
2 “  2 +  4 ‘
— n  = 2k2 — 3k +  2 — r — n,  we then have
, , d im (/f) +  s 2n — 3A; +  6 +  ris + I < ----- ----------  =  ----------   ,
2  4
3/c — 6  r
C H A P T E R  3 : E xam ples and A d  H oc Techniques
By the complex scheme of tin even degree dividing curve A,  we mean the mutual 
position of the ovals of A  along with orientations on each oval th a t together give 
the complex orientation on A.  A curve of degree m  for which / =  g +  1 is called an 
M-curve, and it is known th a t any M -curve is dividing. Consider the collection, 
C, of 56 oriented ovals in DLP(2) pictured in Figure 3.0.
-a
Figure 3.0
We have a  +  /? +  7  =  22, and we require th a t a t most one of a , /3, and 7  is zero. 
W ithout loss of generality, assume a(3 ^  0 . If C  can be realized by a  degree 12 
polynomial, then C  is an M-curve and thus must be dividing. We claim that C  
cannot be ruled unrealizable as the complex scheme of a  degree 1 2  dividing curve 
by any of the restrictions of [V]. We also claim, however, th a t we will be able 
to rule C  unrealizable by Theorem 4.3. Along with our notation we will use the 
same notation as Viro [V, §2]. Assuming 7  is non-zero, we have p+ =  48, p~ =  1, 
p° = 1, n + =  1, n~ = 5, and n° =  0. Thus l+ = 49, /“  =  6 , /° =  1, p = 50, and
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n  =  6 . Wo also have 7r+ =  56, 7r-  =  46, u — 0, r  =  0, and w  =  0. It is easily 
checked that, these numerical characteristics satisfy all the applicable equalities, 
inequalities, and congruences of [V]. However, it is also easily checked that these 
numerical characteristics contradict the extremal property of Theorem 4.3. Thus, 
C  is not the complex scheme of any degree 12 polynomial.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to calculating signatures and nullities of links 
in Q via Goeritz forms. The links we study are given by collections of oriented 
pairwise non-intersecting ovals in RP(2). In [G2,§1] Gilmer defines spanning sur­
faces for such links in the projective tangent bundle of RP(2). We define spanning 
surfaces for these links in Q. We then give examples to illustrate how to calculate 
signatures and nullities via Goeritz forms using these spanning surfaces.
Let C  denote a collection of oriented pairwise non-intersecting ovals in RP(2). 
We may not be able to use our techniques for finding spanning surfaces to find a 
spanning surface for the link L +(C). We may have to first isotope the link L +{C) 
and then define a  spanning surface for the link which is isotopic to L +(C). We 
will describe the isotopy by moving the ovals of C  ill RP(2). If it is necessary to 
isotope L +(C) in order to find a spanning surface, let C' denote the collection C 
after the ovals have been moved. Let C' =  C  if no isotopy is necessary. Then we 
will be describing a spanning surface for the link L+ (C /). We can define a  subset 
B  of 1RP(2) \  C ' such that we can draw a vector field v  on B  which is tangent to 
C' along the boundary and has isolated zeros of index minus two. At the points of 
intersection of the ovals of C 1, B  is defined by an arc of directions. There will be 
one uon-orientablc region of KP(2) \  C ' . This non-orientable region is a  subset of 
B  if and only if the number of ovals of C  is odd. Each point on B  for which the 
vector at that point is non-zero defines a point in Q. To form the spanning surface 
Fl +(C')i we blow up each zero of v .  T hat is, a t each zero, bi, of v , we replace 
the disk neighborhood of bi by a Mobius band. This will introduce a  homology
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class [2 *] € fh{^'L+(C')’i Q) corresponding to each point fej. We have a choice on 
the orientation of the blown up zeros.
This technique for using vector fields on shaded regions to describe spanning 
surfaces for associated links is due to Gilmer [G2]. In unpublished work, he has 
applied it to calculate invariants for curves with ordinary double points.
The examples below will illustrate how to define B.  We can use the formulas 
derived in section two to check our computations. In the first six examples, the non- 
orientable component of KP(2) \  C' is odd. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, the signature 
and nullity of the associated link depend only on the link, and not on the value of 
7 . Throughout the rest, of this chapter, wc will use F  to denote Pl+(C)- 
E x a m p le  3.1
Let C  be the one oriented oval pictured in Figure 3.1. The shaded region denotes
B.
F i g u r e  3 .1
We have e(F)  =  —1 and Pq{F) =  1. A basis for i/i(F;(Q)) is {[a:]}, where x  ~
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L+(C). A calculation shows that the Goeritz form for this basis is given by
0  =  ( 2 ).
Thus, 5 (L + (C ),7 ) =  i  and ri(L+(C ) , j )  =  0.
E xam ple 3.2
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.2(A).
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( a )
We must first isotope the link L +(C) in order to find a  spanning surface. We show 
C' and B  below in Figure 3.2(B).
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( b )
When we move C  to form C 1, the tangent directions of the ovals are different at 
points of intersection of the ovals. So the links L +(C) and L +(C') arc isotopic in
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Q. We have e(F) =  0 and @o(F) =  1- Let O be one of the oriented ovals of C '. 
A basis for 7 /i(F ;Q ) is {[a:]}, where x  =  L +(0 ).  A calculation shows tha t the 
Goeritz form for this basis is given by
<7 =  ( 0 ).
Thus, 5 (L + (C ),7) =  0 and r?(L+(C),7) =  1.
Consider the collection, C\, of oriented ovals given in Figure 3.2(C).
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( c )
Again we must isotope L +{C\) to find a  spanning surface. We cannot move the 
ovals in the plane of the paper as we did above to find a spanning surface since 
the directions of the tangent vectors of the ovals would agree. We sta te  three 
options. The first is to move one of the ovals across the line a t infinity to form 
the collection C. We then proceed as we did above. Another option is to notice 
that the oriented knot in Q tha t is defined by an oriented oval, O, in R P (2) is 
isotopic to the oriented knot in Q that is also defined by O except tha t instead 
of choosing the unit tangent, vector to O in the direction of the orientation 011 O, 
wc choose the unit tangent vector in the opposite direction of the orientation on 
O. The orientation of both of these knots is defined by lifting the orientation on O.
We use the diagram in Figure 3.2(D) to denote the oriented knot in Q defined by 
choosing for each point on O the unit tangent vector in the opposite direction of 
the orientation on O.
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( d )
Thus wc have th a t L +(C\) is isotopic to L +(Cz) where C2 is the collection given 
in Figure 3.2(E).
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( e )
Wc now isotope L+ (C'2 ) to find a spanning surface. We show Cj and D in Figure 
3.2(F).
F i g u r e  3 . 2 ( f )
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Wc have e{F) =  0 and fto{F) =  1. Let O be one of the oriented ovals of C A 
basis for 7/j (F; Q) is {[#]}, where x  = L * (0 ) .  So the Goeritz form for this basis 
is also given by
s  =  ( o ) .
Thus, S (L + (C i) ,7 ) =  0 and t/(L+ (C i) ,7 ) =  1* This is not surprising since L +(Ci) 
is isotopic to L+(C).
A third option we have is to make use of the fact stated  in section one that if 
Li denotes L  with the orientation of the i tfl component Ki  of L  reversed, then
S (L ,7 ) =  S (L i l 7 - [ f f i ] )  
rj(L, j )  = rj(Li, 7  —
The components of the link L +(C) are L +(0{) where the Oi arc the ovals that 
give the collection C. Changing the orientation on a component of the link L +{C) 
gives a link which is isotopic to the link represented by the same collection C  except 
tha t the orientation is reversed on the oval which corresponds to the component of 
L +(C ) whose orientation was changed. Also, recall tha t if g represents a generator 
for II\{Q), then the class, [L+ (0)], equals 2g in Hi(Q).  So we have that if C l 
denotes C  with the orientation of the i th oval Oi of C  reversed, then
S ( £ + (C ‘) , 7 ) =  S ( L + ( C ) ,7  — [£+(O i)])  -  S(L*(C) , i  +  2fl)
and
g{L+{C% 7 ) =  V(L+(C), 7 -  [ £ + ( O i ) ] )  =  i ? ( L + ( C ) , 7  +  2g ) .
W ith C  and C\ defined above, we have tha t C\ is obtained from C  by changing the 
orientation of one of the ovals of C . Thus, 5 (L+ (C i) ,7 ) =  ■S'(-̂ + (C)>7 +  2.9), and 
■//(Z+fCi), 7 ) =  rj(L+(C), 7 + 2 5 ). Since the non-orientable component of ]RP(2)\C
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is odd, S (L + (C ) , j  + 2 g) = S(L+(C)>7 ) and ^(£+(<7) , 7  +  2g) =  r/(L+(C'), 7 ). We 
have once again shown tha t S (L +(Ci),'y) = iS’(X-+ (C ),7 ) and 7]{L+{C\ ), 7) =
V(L+{ C I  7 ).
This last option illustrates th a t given a  collection, C, of unoriented pairwise 
non-intersecting ovals in IRP(2), if we can calculate the signatures and nullities of 
the link corresponding to any orientation on the ovals of C, then we can calculate 
the signatures and nullities of the links corresponding to every orientation 011 the 
ovals of C. It further illustrates that if the non-orientable component of RP(2) \  C  
is odd, the signature and nullity of the link is independent of the orientations on 
the ovals of C. Thus, in all examples that follow, we have orientations 011 the 
ovals that are compatible to give an isotopy of the corresponding links tha t can bo 
represented by moving the ovals in the plane of the paper.
Exam ple 3.3
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.3. The shaded region denotes 
D. We have labelled the zero of by b.
xb
F ig u r e  3 .3
4G
Name the ovals O i, O2 , and O3 . We have e(F) =  —3 and Pa(F) =  1. A basis for 
is {[xi], [^2]) [^3], [2 ]} , where x* =  L + (Oi)  and [z] is the homology class 
represented lay the zero of v .  A calculation shows th a t the Goeritz form for this 
basis is given by
Q =
/ 2  0 0 0 \
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0
Vo 0 0 - 1 /  
Thus, S( L +( C) ,  7) =  i  and r i {L+(C) t 7) =  0.
E x a m p le  3.4
Let. C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.4. The shaded region denotes 
B. We have labelled the zero of 7? by b.
C O O
F i g u r e  3.4
Name the outermost, oval 0 \,  the three innermost ovals O2, O3 , O4 , and the re­
maining oval O5 . We have e(F) =  —5 and Pu{F) =  2. A basis for II\{F \  Q) is 
{ [ x i ] ,  [X2], [x3]> [X4], [2 ]} , where X{ = L + (0 {) and [z ] is the homology class repre­
sented by the zero of v .  In this example, we orient z  so that Q (x \,z )  =  2. A
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calculation shows tha t the Goeritz form for this basis is given by
( 2 2 2 2 2 ^
2 2 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 0
2 0 0 2 0
U 0 0 0 - l )
Tims, S(L+(C),  7 ) =  -  i  and ^ ( ^ ( C ) ^ )  =  2. 
E x a m p le  3.5
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.5(A).
O
F i g u r e  3 . 5 ( a )
We must first isotope the link L +(C) in order to find a spanning surface.
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We show C  and B  in Figure 3.5(B). We have labelled the zero of ~v by b.
F i g u r e  3 . 5 ( b )
We have n(F) = — 1 and (3q(F) =  1. Let 0 \  be the oriented oval of C' which does 
not intersect the other ovals, and let O2 and O3 be the two other ovals. A basis for 
H\(F; Q) is {[xi], > [̂ '3 ], [-s]}, where x t =  L +(Ot ) and [z] is the homology class
represented by the zero of v .  A calculation shows tha t the Goeritz form for this 
basis is given by
( 2 0 0 0 >
0 0 - 2 0
0 - 2 0 0
{0 0 0 - l J
Thus, S(L+(C),  7 ) =  - 5  a«d r}(L+{C),y) = 0.
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E xam ple 3.6
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.6(A).
0
F i g u r e  3 . 6 ( a )
We must first isotope the link L +(C) in order to find a spanning surface. We show
■ ^
C' and D in Figure 3.6(B). We have labelled the zero of v  by b.
O
* b
F i g u r e  3 . 6 ( b )
We have e(F)  =  —3 and (3q(F) =  1. There exists a basis for .ffi(.F;Q) such that
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the Goeritz fonn for this basis is given by
( 2
0 0 0 0
°  ^
0 0 - 2 0 0 0
0 - 2 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 - 2 0
0 0 2 - 2 0 0
\ 0 0 0 0 0 - 1)
Thus, 5 (X +(C ),7 ) =  - §  and r}{L+(C),y) =  0.
E xam ple 3.7
We now do an examples where the collection C  is such that the non-orientable 
component of R P(2) \  C  is even. We will find two spanning surfaces for the 
link L +(C ) which have different 7 -invariant. The Euler characteristic of the non- 
orientable component of BLP(2) \  C  is zero. So, by Theorem 2.5, the signatures 
obtained by varying 7  should be the same, whereas the nullities should differ by 
two.
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.7. The shaded region denotes
B.
F i g u r e  3 .7
Name the innermost oval 0 \ .  We have e{F) =  —2, (5q(F)  =  1, and 7 (F)  =  2g.
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A basis for i/i(.F ;Q ) is {[a;]}, where x  = L +(Oi). A calculation shows that the 
Goeritz form for this basis is given by
Qf  — ( 2  ) .
Thus S(L+{C),2g)  =  0 and r]{L+(C),2g)  =  0.
Let £ be a one-sided simple closed curve in R P ( 2 )  \  C  oriented in the same 
direction as 0 \ .  The inverse image of £ in Q is a  Klein bottle K  disjoint from F. 
Let F ’ = F  U K .  Then e(F‘) =  - 2 ,  f t ,(F ')  =  2, and 7 (P ')  =  'y(F) + 2g = 0. 
A basis for ff i(F ';Q ) is where x = L +{Oi) and y = L +(£). We have
Q{x,y) =  1 and G(y,y) = So the Goeritz form for this basis is given by
Thus, 5,(L+ (C ),0) =  0  and r/(L+ (C), 0) =  2. This is consistent with Theorems 2.3 
and 2.4.
We now comment on some properties of the collection of ovals in Example 3.7 
that generalize to any collection, C, of oriented pairwise non-intersecting ovals in 
1RP(2) for which the non-orientable component of R P (2 ) \ C  is even. As mentioned 
earlier, if the non-orientable component of R P (2 )\C  is even, then it is not contained 
in B. So by adding the inverse image of a  one-sided simple closed curve in R P (2 )\C , 
we can form another spanning surface for L +(C') with a  different 7 -invariant. As 
illustrated in Example 3.7, the effect of adding this Klein bottle 011 the m atrix 
that gives the Goeritz form is to add one row and one column. We describe the 
entries in this new row. As above, we let F  denote the spanning surface for L +(C"). 
Let O be an oriented oval that surrounds C '. The basis elements of H\ (F; Q) are 
represented by zeros of v and simple closed curves in RP(2) with a vector field 
on them, all of which are enclosed by O. Each non-diagonal entry on this new
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row is the linking number in Q  of L+ (<9) and the corresponding basis element. 
For example, if [a:*] is a  basis element for Hi(F;  Q) and Xi =  L + (Oi)  for some 
oriented oval Oi in R P (2 ), then the element in the i th column of the new row is 
lk (L +(0 ),  L + (Oi)).  Similarly for the basis elements of f f i(F ;Q )  given by fibres 
of zeros of v . In [Gl], Gilmer shows that these quantities are ±1. The diagonal 
entry of the new row is 5 . As the m atrix is symmetric, we have also defined the 
entries in the new column. It is clear that the Euler numbers of these spanning 
surfaces are the same, and when we add the Klein bottle, we increase the number 
of components by one.
E xam ple 3.8
We give another example to further illustrate the facts mentioned after Example 
3.7. In this next example, the Euler characteristic of the non-orientable component 
of R P (2 ) \C  is negative. Thus, by Theorem 2.5, the signatures obtained by varying 
7  should differ by one and the nullities obtained also by varying 7  should differ by 
one.
Let C  be the oriented ovals pictured in Figure 3.8. The shaded region demotes 
D. We have: labelled the zero of ~v by b.
F ig u r e  3 .8
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Let I\ be the island of two ovals, and let I2 be the island with six ovals. Let 0 1 be 
the odd oval of I \ ,  O 2  be the outermost odd oval of I 2 , and let O3 , O4 , and O5  be 
the three innermost ovals of 1 We have e(F)  = —8 , (3q(F ) =  3, and 7 (F)  =  0. A 
basis for H\  (F ; Q ) is {[®i], [^2], [^3], [a?4], [x5], [z]}, where Xi =  L + (Oi)  and [z] is the 
homology class represented by the zero of 1j . We orient z so that £7([x2], [z]) =  2. 
A calculation shows that the Goeritz form for this basis is given by
( 2
0 0 0 0 ° >
0 2 2 2 2 2
0 2 2 0 0 0
0 2 0 2 0 0
0 2 0 0 2 0
^0 2 0 0 0
Thus S(L +(C ),0) =  - 1  and t?(L+((7),0) =  3.
Let t  be a  one-sided simple closed curve in RP(2) \  C  oriented in the same 
direction as 0 \ .  Choose f. such that it is also oriented in the same direction as O2 . 
The inverse image of f. in Q is a  Klein bottle K  disjoint from F. Let F' = F  U K . 
Then e(F') =  —8 , (30( FJ) = 4, and 7 (F 1) =  *y{F)+2g = 2g. A basis for H \(F '\Q )  is 
{[mi], [^2 ], [aia], [ ^ j ,  [1 5 ], [z], [y]}, where x± and [z] are defined above and y — L +(£). 
We have Q(xi,y)  =  1 , Q{z,y) =  1 and G{y,y) = So the Goeritz form for this 
basis is given by
f 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 2 2 2 2 1
0 2 2 0 0 0 1
0 2 0 2 0 0 1
0 2 0 0 2 0 1
0 2 0 0 0 - 1 1
\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 * /
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Thus, S (L +(C), 2g) =  —2 and rj(L+(C), 2g) =  4. This is consistent with Theorems 
2.3 and 2.4.
C H A P T E R  4 : Sum m ary
Our first a ttem pt at studying the signature and nullity invariants of links in Q 
were via Goeritz forms. In [G2] Gilmer studied the signature and nullity invariants 
for certain links in Q via Goeritz forms and discovered nice formulas for calculating 
these invariants. We tried to imitate the methods used in [G2] for links in Q but 
certain subtleties obstructed our progress. We then turned our attention to the 
branched cover approach.
The branched cover approach that we have taken is to study branched covers 
of the tangent disk bundle, W ,  of RP(2). Gilmer showed in [Gl] that CP{2 ) can 
be divided into three pieces. One piece is diffeomorphic to I  x  Q and the other 
two are tubular neighborhoods of RP(2) and E. Here E denotes the quadratic 
Fermat curve zfi +  z \  +  z \  = 0  which is a 2-sphere missing RP(2). Gilmer also 
showed that there is an orientation reversing diffeomorphisin, j ,  from W  to 5
a tubular neighborhood of MP(2) in CP(2). Thus we are studying branched covers 
of a tubular neighborhood of 1RP(2) in CP(2).
Suppose A is a  dividing curve of degree 2k. We showed that there exists an 
amiulus H  in W  from A  to L +(A) and we defined a surface G by
H  U B + if k  is even
• {
G
H  U B ~  if k  is odd.
We showed that there are exactly two two-fold branched covers of W  along G and 
we showed we could index these branched covers by elements in r(L+(j4)). We 
showed that r(L+(A)) =  {kg, (k +  2)g} where g is a  generator for H\{Q). So 
we can denote the two two-fold branched covers of W  by Ukg and U^+2 )g- Since 
A  is dividing, CA \  A  consists of two components. Let X  denote one of these 
components. Define
f  X  U if k  is even
U=\
I X  U B  if k is odd.
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The surface U  is called an Arnol’d surface. Arnol’d first showed that U  realizes 
the zero of the group H2(CP(2)\ Z 2 ). It follows th a t there exists a  unique two-fold 
branched cover, Y ,  of CP(2) along U. Rokhlin’s approach to deriving Rokhlin’s 
inequalities is to bound the number of components of R P(2) \  A  whose closure 
is covered by an orientable surface in Y  with genus g > 0. Rokhlin noticed that 
if k  is even, then each oval that contributed to u bounded such a  component of 
RP(2) \  A, whereas if k  is odd, then each oval th a t contributed to 7r bounded such 
a component of RP(2) \  A. Rokhlin’s inequalities follow from this observation.
The surface j(G )  is isotopic to 1/(1 2)- So restricting the cover Y  —> C P (2)
to J'rp(2 ) =  j { W )  results up to isotopy in a two-fold branched cover of W  along G. 
In the decomposition of CP(2) into three pieces mentioned above, both U^g and 
U(k+2 )v extend across the piece /  x Q. Thus, one and only one extends across the 
tubular neighborhood of S  in CP{2). We have shown in our results th a t we only 
need to study the cover Ukg —> W  to derive Rokhlin’s inequalities.
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